Recommendation from the Investor-as-Owner Subcommittee of the
SEC Investor Advisory Committee (IAC)
Proposal for a Proxy Plumbing Recommendation
(July 22, 2019)
This recommendation relates to the U.S. proxy system. The proxy system is complex and multifaceted and
will require an iterative, multi-step approach to improve it over a long period of time. For that reason we
have focused on areas that are clearly in need of immediate attention, that can attract a consensus from a wide
array of stakeholders, and that we also believe are actionable by the Commission in a relatively short period of
time. After setting out goals, noting reasons that private actors may lack incentives to improve the system on
their own, reviewing evidence about problems with the current system, and noting the possibility of
comprehensive, long-term, technology-based reform, we make four specific recommendations:
•
•

•
•

The SEC should require end-to-end vote confirmations to end-users of the proxy system,
potentially commencing with a pilot involving the largest companies;
The SEC should require all involved in the system to cooperate in reconciling vote-related
information, on a regular schedule, including outside specific votes, to provide a basis for
continuously uncovering and remediating flaws in the basic “plumbing” of the system;
The SEC should conduct studies on (a) investor views on anonymity and (b) share lending, and
The SEC should adopt its proposed “universal proxy” rule, with the modest changes that would be
needed to address objections that have been raised to that proposal.

Annex A set outs an overview of the proxy system.
1. Proxy system goals and challenges for private reform
U.S. public companies routinely ask (and are required by law to ask) their shareholders to vote, under state
corporate law. Over 600 billion shares are voted every year at more than 13,000 shareholder meetings.
Shareholders typically vote via agents known as proxies, subject to oversight and regulation by the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC). As described in the overview in Annex A, shares are commonly owned in
“stacks” or chains of contracts, which involve intermediaries or agents such as custodians, broker-dealers,
banks, and transfer agents, many of which are regulated by the SEC. Many participants outsource some or all
aspects of voting to third parties. The overall system of voting, proxies, intermediation, and third-party
services will be referred to in this recommendation as the “proxy system.”
a. Goals of the proxy system
The primary goal of the proxy system should be to provide accurate, timely and cost-effective vote
counts.1 The system should also do so in a way that is transparent to shareholders, with equal access by
issuers and shareholders alike. Accuracy, timeliness and important aspects of transparency are formally
already required by law, if not fully achieved in practice. When achieved, vote counts with these attributes
increase legitimacy and confidence in the capital markets, reduce conflicts and disputes, and increase investor
engagement, reducing the costs of capital formation.
b. Value of a good proxy system and challenges for private reform of the proxy system
The vast majority of elections or other issues 2 on which shareholders vote do not result in a close vote. As a
result, for many votes, inaccuracies can exist without having a direct and significant effect on the outcome
under corporate law. 3 As a result, individual companies lack strong incentives to fix the system on their own.
For any one company, the expected benefits of investments in improved voting technology or services may
not exceed their costs.

However, some votes are close. When votes are close, the system should be capable of generating rapid,
accurate, and precise counts. Precise counts allow outcomes to be determined correctly when votes matter
the most. For a given company faced with a close vote in board elections, by definition, board control is up
for grabs. Board control includes control over management, strategy, finance, operations, value, and even
viability. Conditional on a close vote, a company – and its board, management, and all of its shareholders –
have a significant and shared interest in an accurate and timely voting system. (Of course, accurate vote
counts are also important even when the votes are not close, both for obvious reasons of legitimacy and
because they can provide important information about shareholder views.)
At the point of a close vote, moreover, it is too late for the company and its shareholders to make the large
and long-term investments an accurate and timely system requires. Since some close votes do occur every
year, companies and investors have a significant collective interest in a reliable system. The difference
between individual company interests before it is known which companies will face a close vote, on the one
hand, and the collective interests that they all share as different companies face close votes over time, is a
challenge typical of collective action mechanisms generally and provides a reason for public regulation of the
voting system.
Beyond the direct impact of inaccurate or delayed votes, the contingency planning, opportunity costs, and
transaction costs of managerial distraction to respond to the risk or actual occurrences of inaccurate or slow
vote counts are material. As discussed in Part 2, hand counts, recounts, litigation, negative publicity, delay,
and acrimony all routinely accompany close votes under the current system. Worse, publicity associated with
inaccurate or slow vote counts undermines the legitimacy of other votes, of corporate governance as a whole,
and of U.S. equity markets generally. Lack of confidence in voting makes it harder to raise capital, reduces
liquidity, and impedes the ability of the capital markets to function.
Complicating private incentives is the fact that the economics of service provision for voting and proxies
exhibit economies of scale and significant fixed costs, creating barriers to entry, reinforced by SEC rules
mandating cost reimbursement by companies to intermediaries. As discussed in Part 2, these conditions
conduce to natural monopoly. As discussed in Annex A, Broadridge has a market share of more than 90%.
This reduces competitive pressure to enhance cost-effective services.
2. Consensus on problems with current system
A consensus appears to exist that the current proxy system generates routine and at times significant
problems. As noted in its 2010 Concept Release, SEC “staff often receives complaints from individual
investors about the administration of the proxy system,” including “technical problems with electronic voting
platforms offered by proxy service providers and failures by [companies] to respond to shareholder
complaints about proxy-related matters.” 4 The Release went on to recount problems associated with overvoting, under-voting, and lack of information about vote outcomes (i.e., whether intermediaries correctly
submitted the right number of vote instruction forms (VIFs) and whether those VIFs were followed) and the
impact of share lending on voting entitlements.
The SEC’s November 2018 roundtable on “proxy plumbing” produced a similar consensus, largely echoing
the same themes: lack of accuracy and lack of transparency. 5 The same themes were raised at the IAC’s
panel on the proxy system in September 2018. 6 At neither event did anyone speak in defense of the current
proxy system, although some noted that modest improvements had been made over the past ten years, and
we commend participants for the efforts they have made since the SEC’s 2010 release. However, while not
everyone agreed on what response is best, all agreed that the status quo could be significantly improved. To
better understand how the system might be improved, we describe here some of the problems in some detail.
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a. An example of the problems with the current system
A specific example of problems with the current “Byzantine” proxy system is laid out in Delaware Vice
Chancellor Laster’s decision about the 2016 votes of mutual funds advised by T. Rowe Price in the buyout
of Dell Inc. 7
As typical for mutual funds, neither the funds nor T. Rowe were holders of record and instead the funds held
shares through a custodial bank, State Street, which is a member of the Depository Trust Company (DTC),
the holder of record. As customary, DTC transferred voting authority to State Street via an omnibus proxy,
which then needed to obtain voting instructions from T. Rowe. As is common, State Street outsourced the
task of collecting and implementing voting instructions to Broadridge, the leading proxy servicer, via a power
of attorney. As is also common, T. Rowe itself retained ISS, the leading proxy advisor, to notify it of various
upcoming votes, provide voting recommendations, and to convey T. Rowe’s voting instructions to
Broadridge.
T. Rowe provided ISS with default voting rules (e.g., to vote in favor of management-supported mergers) in
order to reduce costs. T. Rowe could override those rules with different specific instructions through a
computer system it used to communicate with ISS, and through it, with Broadridge and State Street. T. Rowe
initially provided deal-specific instructions to vote against the Dell buyout. However, the Dell meeting was
postponed and the deal modified in response to objections by investors. This triggered the need for a new
set of voting instructions to be communicated from T. Rowe through ISS to Broadridge and State Street.
For the new (i.e., postponed) meeting, the T. Rowe voting instructions were pre-populated with default
instructions to vote for the deal, rather than deal-specific instructions. Neither T. Rowe nor ISS staff realized
this, and so the default instructions were not overridden. Because it is not required of either the company or
any of the agents involved -- neither Dell, nor State Street, nor DTC, nor ISS -- T. Rowe was not given any
confirmation of how its shares were being voted, until long after the vote occurred (and only then because it
sought evidence on its vote in order to participate in the appraisal lawsuit). As a result, T. Rowe’s intended
“no” vote did not occur, and its shares were voted in favor of the buyout. The bottom-line results included a
$194 million loss for which T. Rowe reimbursed its fund clients, a high-profile event casting doubt on the
reliability of all involved, and a higher-than-intended “yes” vote for a merger that was the subject of
controversy.
b. Other examples of problems with the current system
Additional examples of vote count inaccuracies in the current proxy system are not difficult to find:
•

•

•

Barron’s recounts an example of a 2005 election at Taser Int’l where 82 million votes were cast even
though the company had only 61 million outstanding. 8 The company attracted short seller interest
at the time, and brokers failed accurately to reconcile instructions from short sellers and shareholders
whose securities they borrowed.
Yahoo was forced to recount votes in its contested 2008 director election, concluding that
“Broadridge … had made significant errors in reporting votes at [Yahoo’s] annual shareholder
meeting,” and Broadridge confirmed that “there was a truncation error in the final printout sent to
the tabulator.”9
In a prominent example about which the IAC heard testimony from the direct participants, the 2017
proxy fight between Trian and Procter & Gamble, many proxies were invalidated because of
systemic issues such as breaks in the chain of custody, improperly filled proxy cards, or proxies
separated from ballots. 10 One mistake had persisted for ten years previous to the proxy fight,
without the investor ever realizing. The result was under-voting, in which numerous vote
instructions were effectively nullified. Because of how close the vote was in the contest, the errors
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imposed significant delay and uncertainty on who was in control of one of the world’s largest
companies.
c. Challenges arising from share lending
Additional problems commonly arise from share lending, such as to short sellers. Short sellers who borrow
the shares sell them in the market, and the buyer becomes the new beneficial owner of the shares. Some
institutional investors have a policy of calling back shares on loan in order to retain voting power, while
others do not, even in close votes where the decision to not recall shares can affect the outcome of the vote.
If shares are on loan on a record date, those acting for the lender and for the borrower both need to reflect
the effect of the loan in determining their voting entitlements and submitting VIFs. Because shares are held
in fungible bulk, 11 if the broker lends a small part of the company’s shares it holds on behalf of its many
clients, it may have to make an arbitrary decision regarding which account the borrowed shares come from
or, alternatively, to cut back all client votes pro rata. Often, customers are not informed about the need to
cut-back votes due to share lending. In addition, not uncommonly, share lending results in over-voting, as
where a broker does not reduce the number of votes to reflect share lending and no other party in the voting
process notices that the same shares have been voted twice.
d. Direct out-of-pocket costs of the current system
Nor is the current system problematic simply because companies are not paying much for it. A problemplagued, delayed, and often inaccurate vote count is not cheap. For example, the 2002 contested vote on the
merger of Hewlett Packard and Compaq required the companies to pay a reported $1 million vote-counting
fee to the vote tabulator. 12 Because intermediaries are legally guaranteed reimbursement for costs in
distributing proxy materials, and because aspects of the proxy system appear to reflect a natural monopoly, it
is not clear that market pressures on the price of proxy services are currently as strong as it would ordinarily
be in a competitive setting. (These direct out-of-pocket costs are in addition to more general costs, such as
confusion about who controls a company and loss of system legitimacy, sketched in Part 1 above.)
e. Opacity of the current system
A final problem with the current proxy system is that it is opaque – to both investors and companies.
Investors cannot determine if their shares were voted as intended, and in contested votes, many votes are in
fact disqualified due to mismatches or other recordkeeping errors. Broadridge has created a method for
institutional investors to use an online end-to-end voting system, which allows for confirmations of votes.
Uptake on the system has been slow, however, and it is currently not used by individuals.
Companies cannot directly communicate with the bulk of their investors, because they must work through
intermediaries. While customers can elect to be NOBOs, 13 existing rules and practices are such that many
shareholders do not do so, perhaps out of a mistaken belief that this preserves their anonymity. Retail
(individual) participation in the proxy system has been declining, and companies cannot easily or cheaply use
electronic means to reach out to individuals in the current system.
Companies cannot even tie costs of a vote back to the size of the shareholder base. The total shareholder
count for a given vote – which forms the basis for the bills a company must pay – is often inconsistent with
total shares outstanding. Companies that attempt to reconcile bills “often give up in frustration.” 14 The
result is a lack of cost discipline even for companies that overcome the collective action disincentives
sketched in Part 1.
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f.

Summary of problems with the current system

In sum, systematic and sometimes high-profile flaws in the current proxy system undermine confidence in the
system generally. No one is satisfied with the current system. Shareholders cannot determine if their votes
were cast as they intended; issuers cannot rapidly determine the outcome of close votes; and the legitimacy of
corporate elections, which depend on accurate, reliable, and transparent vote counts, is routinely called into
doubt. Research has clearly established that investor confidence affects the cost of capital, 15 so (while
difficult to quantify precisely) the current proxy system almost certainly increases the difficulty of capital
formation.
3. Technologies, incentives and the possibility of comprehensive reform
Many observers of the proxy system see a potential path toward comprehensive reform in the form of
improved technologies. Distributed ledger technology (commonly called “blockchain”), for example, in
principle offers a way to create a unified platform outside a given institution and make it available on a secure,
“non-censorable” basis to all participants in the proxy system. 16 A blockchain system could be
“permissioned,” meaning that it would not be open to anyone, but could be continuously updated by any
person who had obtained requisite access. Other countries – such as Spain, South Africa and Estonia -- have
moved to simple and apparently effective systems for tracking ownership and voting of shares. 17
It should be noted, however, that the basic technologies necessary for tracking shares and votes – essentially a
spreadsheet plus electronic communication – have been available for decades. A simple central book-entry
ledger could (technologically) have been implemented long ago, as it has been in Spain. Blockchain or other
more complex technologies are not necessary components of a simpler, more effective system. Sometimes it
is thought that such a system would destroy the ability of investors to preserve their privacy, as the simplest
such centralized system would list all beneficial owners in a form available to companies and to others
conducting proxy solicitations. However, privacy could be maintained through nominee accounts, without
imposing the same many-layered ownership and voting stacks in the current U.S. system.
Rather than technological impediments, it is incentives and private interests (as affected by existing
regulation), coupled with the externalities of networks, which have prevented moving the U.S. proxy system
onto a single, reformed technological platform. Indeed, companies are currently permitted by both state and
federal law to voluntarily opt into a single standard model for tracking their share ownership and/or the
voting of shares, including the use of blockchain in either task. At least one company has reportedly used
blockchain for voting at an annual meeting. 18 Yet most companies have not done so, despite the technology
having long been available, presumably because the company-specific costs and challenges associated with
departing from customary ownership practices in the context of a public offering are not viewed as worth
their benefits, particularly as ownership and control of most newly public companies remain concentrated for
some time after the public offering, making accurate voting results less important at that stage of a company’s
lifecycle.
Technology-based solutions could be mandated by the SEC, although some would argue that would require
Congressional authorization. Ordinarily, a government mandated system might generate the risk that it
would freeze into place a system that would not remain optimal over time. In the case of ownership and
voting, however, the proven capacity of current technologies to function at low cost in other countries, and –
as complex as the system currently is – the straightforward capabilities that such a system would require,
together suggest that that risk would not be as great as it ordinarily would be. Moreover, the current system
exhibits attributes of a natural monopoly, 19 built in part on the service-cost reimbursement rules put into
place by the SEC. In some ways, the current system combines the worst attributes of a governmentsponsored near-monopoly (inertia, poor incentives, lack of competitive market pricing) with the worst
attributes of a disaggregated non-centralized market (confusion, duplication, complexity, errors). It is not
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clear that a government-sponsored centralized system (whether or not using blockchain) would do any worse
for investors and companies.
Recognizing that wholesale reform and government-sponsored technological solutions may not be politically
feasible, the SEC nevertheless could continue to review its own rules and practices (as well as those of the
stock exchanges) to ensure that they are not impeding technological improvements or creating unnecessary
barriers to competitive entry. Those rules include those requiring companies to reimburse DTC and
intermediaries for their costs in carrying out their roles in the proxy system, 20 which may reduce the incentive
of the companies entitled to reimbursements to invest in or find ways to invest in improving the system or to
cut costs. 21 “Maximum” rates in legally mandated schedules – such as those imposed by the NYSE for
reimbursement of costs in delivering proxy materials – in practice have often turned into effective minimums,
creating a stable stream of payments that intermediaries may be reluctant to displace, even when doing so
would benefit investors and companies alike. In the longer term, perhaps a technology platform will be
developed that will be sufficiently attractive and cost-effective that companies will begin to opt into using it.
4. Specific recommendations: confirmations, reconciliations, studies, universal proxy
Unless and until a more comprehensive reform of the proxy system is developed, there a number of shortterm improvements that we would recommend to the SEC. Four specific recommendations include (a) endto-end confirmation, (b) enforcement of a duty to cooperate in more routine, off-cycle reconciliations,
(c) studies of investor beliefs and preferences regarding anonymity and of share lending, and (d) a relaxation
of current regulations that inhibit or bar private market use of universal proxies.
a. End-to-end vote confirmations
As discussed above, investors currently are unable to determine whether their voting instructions for shares
they own are carried out and counted in company votes. Partly this is because neither companies nor
intermediaries have any obligation to provide that information, and partly because it is not in the interests of
others involved in the proxy system to do so. Without that information, investors are often unaware of the
problems with the proxy system overall, and even if they are generally aware, are not specifically aware that
intermediaries on whom they rely have acted in ways that result in voting instructions not be carried out.
To remedy this situation, the SEC should require confirmations be sent to end-users, i.e., individuals or
institutions with final voting authority over a given share. The confirmations should indicate that proxies
and/or voting instructions have been received and implemented as directed, or if not, the reason that those
instructions or proxies have not been implemented as directed. Information of this kind would increase
confidence in the proxy system and provide incentives for those involved to eliminate routine problems that
prevent proxies or voting instructions from being implemented as shareholders direct. Inquiries from
investors when instructions are not implemented will organically generate root-causes analyses of the reasons
for that failure. Those analyses will provide the foundation for a continuous cycle of system improvements
over time.
End-to-end confirmations could take any reasonable form, including electronic delivery for shareholders who
do not opt for written confirmations, and/or could combined with other types of shareholder
communications to reduce the marginal costs of the confirmations. 22 Confirmations could take place through
the system developed already and in place by Broadridge, for those investors who invest through
intermediaries. For investors holding directly with a company, it would be relatively simple for transfer
agents to provide that information.
In the first instance, costs and responsibility for confirmations should fall on companies. However, in
recognition of the fact that they do not have the ability to directly communicate with end investors (due to
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NOBO rules), those costs should shift to intermediaries who are unable or unwilling to provide investor
identification to companies. This would place costs on those best able to minimize them, and modestly
reduce incentives to maintain layers of ownership. Intermediaries would have an affirmative reason to
persuade “objecting” clients to become NOBOs, permitting companies to communicate directly with the
investors. Intermediaries would more saliently need to explain to clients the fact that share lending, when it
occurs, results in transfer of voting power to borrowers and accordingly results in loss of voting power by
lenders.
In estimating aggregate marginal costs of end-to-end confirmations, it should be recognized that companies
and intermediaries already have to have ways of actually paying end-users cash in the form of dividends and
in merger and acquisition transactions, as well as to provide routine SEC-mandated annual and quarterly
reports, and to facilitate proxy solicitations. And, as noted, Broadridge already has in place an electronic
system for providing confirmations to those using Broadridge’s services, including the vast majority of shares
held through intermediaries. End-to-end confirmations are thus technologically feasible under the current
proxy system. The content of the confirmations itself would be minimal. If concerns about the increase in
marginal costs remain serious despite these considerations, the SEC could conduct a pilot with the largest
companies before extending confirmations to other companies.
We note that substantial support for confirmations has been expressed by the most important participants in
the proxy process. These include members of an “end-to-end vote confirmation working group” that
included transfer agents (e.g., American Stock Transfer and Trust Company, Computershare), custodians
(e.g., Bank of New York Mellon, Northern Trust), proxy servicers (e.g., Broadridge), fund advisors (e.g.,
Capital Management and Research Co.), brokers (Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association
(SIFMA)), and companies (e.g., Society of Corporate Secretaries and Governance Professionals). Given this
broad consensus, we believe the SEC should move expeditiously to make end-to-end confirmation a reality.
b. Duty to cooperate in regular reconciliations
As discussed above, errors and mismatches in vote-relevant information are routine in the current system.
Existing system participants have obligations under various laws to maintain accurate books and records,
which would encompass ownership and vote-relevant information necessary to make the current system
work. For example, transfer agents are required by SEC rule to cooperate with each other to resolve record
ownership differences. 23
However, the strength and content of these obligations vary, and they are often un- or under-enforced.
Efforts to reconcile records across organizations are often undertaken only in the heat of a proxy contest
where allocation of voting entitlements could affect outcomes, raising the stakes for close examination of
every proxy, VIF, and ownership chain. Yet such settings are time-pressured and not the best settings for
careful consideration of records and potential mismatches or errors, and their root causes.
To improve the resiliency of the proxy system, the SEC should require every participant in the proxy system
to cooperate with the others to reconcile ownership and voting information on a regular basis, both during
and outside the context of specific votes. This requirement would track the existing requirement applied to
transfer agents, but would be extended to custodians, banks, brokers, proxy servicers and proxy advisors.
The SEC’s enforcement or inspection staffs would then enforce this obligation. While off-cycle
reconciliations of this kind will not be a panacea, and new errors and mismatches may arise during actual
votes, a regular and routine sequence of reconciliations will contribute to overall system improvements.
Costs associated with these reconciliations would fall over time, as the process becomes routinized.
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c. Studies of investor views on anonymity and of share lending
Both at the SEC Roundtable and the IAC panel discussion, witnesses provided varying information about
both investor views on anonymity and on share lending. The proxy system’s current complexity, and some of
its problems, stem from the way in which investor identity is kept from companies, and from share lending
and its effect on vote entitlements. We believe the SEC should explore these topics in more depth.
Specifically, we recommend that the SEC staff carry out two studies.
First, the staff should survey investors the reasons for and the extent to which customers of intermediaries
actually want to remain anonymous (i.e., to not be “NOBOs” 24) to the companies in which they own stock.
The survey should include representative samples of both institutional and individual investors, including for
both types those holding directly through a transfer agent and those holding through an intermediary in the
“Street” system. The survey should help provide reliable information about the extent to which investors
actually want to remain anonymous, and why, including whether the reasons identified by investors are in fact
consistent with law and practice (i.e., is the expectation of anonymity matched in reality). One goal of the
study is to whether investor “choice” to be anonymous is due to confusion or incentives of intermediaries.
As part of the study, the staff should explore whether the nominal default rule – by which broker customers
are treated as NOBOs unless they object – has been “flipped” without actual customer knowledge in broker
contracts. This should involve obtaining actual customer contracts and asking investors about their effects
on the availability of their identities to companies.
Second, the staff should study the extent to which share lending in fact contributes to errors, over-votes or
under-votes, and whether the effect of share lending on voting entitlements is effectively disclosed to
investors. Again, this may involve obtaining contracts authorizing share lending, reviewing their contents,
and surveying a variety of investors about their understanding of those contracts and how they affect voting
entitlements. This study should also examine specific examples of how companies with significant amounts
of shares on loan have the associated votes processed and counted, and how those involved verify that the
shares lent are not voted twice or not at all due to the share loan arrangements. The study should also survey
investors to determine whether shares on loan are consistently recalled for votes, and the costs and benefits
of an obligation for fiduciaries to do so as a matter of policy.
d. Universal proxy or ballots
A last recommendation relates to current rule impediments to use of a so-called “universal proxy” or
“universal ballots.” The IAC in 2013 recommended the SEC move forward on in this concept, 25 and
numerous investor groups have endorsed the concept as well. 26 Other countries – for example, Switzerland
– have now used universal ballots for years with no significant problems.
Some opposition was voiced when the SEC made a specific proposal for universal proxies in 2016,
particularly from companies and trade groups representing companies, who were concerned that a universal
proxy might increase proxy contests by favoring dissidents over incumbents. 27 However, it was apparent at
the IAC’s panel discussion of the proxy system in September 2018 that opposition by companies has
diminished significantly, in part because of evidence that a universal proxy would not in fact favor dissidents
over incumbents. 28 Opposition now is confined to specific elements of the SEC’s 2016 proposal, which we
believe can be addressed in a revised rule.
For example, a rule needs to address what percentage of shareholders dissidents should be required to solicit
to be able to use universal proxy. The SEC’s 2016 proposal was for this requirement to be 50%; this could be
raised (e.g., to 67%) to address concerns that dissidents would not try to leave out many investors.
Sometimes objections to universal proxies are framed as arguments that dissidents should be on a “level
playing field” with companies. But in evaluating such arguments, it should be recognized that those soliciting
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on behalf of an incumbent board of directors can routinely expect to be reimbursed by the company for their
costs under state law, whereas dissidents are only reimbursed if they win or otherwise reach a settlement with
the company. 29
Another objection is that some incumbents might refuse to serve if elected to split slate, which could result
from a universal ballot. But there is a simple way to address this concern, by requiring disclosure of that fact
if known to those issuing the universal proxy. It should be noted, too, that there is always a risk that a
director may choose not to continue on a board in response to changes in board or manager composition or
for any reason, so shareholders are always exposed to this kind of governance risk.
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Annex A. Overview of U.S. Proxy System
The following description unpacks the simplified version of the actual proxy system depicted in Diagram 1,
from the SEC’s 2010 Concept Release on the U.S. Proxy System. 30

Public companies by definition have dispersed, numerous, ever-changing owners (shareholders). Even if the
proxy system simply had to elicit votes from shareholders of a company, it would still face challenges.
Owners entitled to vote on a given question at a given day in time (a “record date”) would need to be
determined, and the votes would need to be counted. Traditionally, companies have relied on third parties
called “inspectors” or “tabulators” to carry out the basic task of determining voting entitlements, and
counting votes. 31
Most companies continue to hold votes at physical in-person annual or special shareholder meetings. 32 Yet
most shareholders are unwilling or unable to attend meetings. Shareholders give agents – “proxies” – power
to vote for them at the meeting. They manifest proxy appointments with “proxy cards”. Stock exchanges
require companies to solicit proxies, 33 and SEC rules require proxy solicitations to be preceded or
accompanied by proxy statements and other proxy materials. To obtain proxies, and to comply with
quorum requirements that effectively impose minimum “get out the vote” efforts, companies employ proxy
solicitors who advise companies, communicate with shareholders, and liaise with other third parties involved
in the system (such as Broadridge and proxy advisory firms, whose roles are summarized below).
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Most votes are about board elections, and as noted above, most board elections are not contested. For most
votes, one and only one person seeks to be a proxy for shareholders – the issuer itself, acting under authority
of its board through its officers and agents. For most votes on board elections, one proxy solicitor seeks
proxies for the issuer, a few shareholders show up at the meeting in person and vote by “ballot,” and the
issuer votes as proxy for most shareholders. Outcomes are known in advance (proxies are provided over
time, in advance of the meeting) and are usually not controversial. In such cases, substantial inaccuracies may
(and based on other cases, are likely to) exist in such votes, without being detected. 34
But sometimes a proxy contest emerges, with more than one person seeking proxies to elect directors. 35
Issuers must also provide ways for shareholders to direct proxies on issue votes (such as mergers and
shareholder resolutions), which can be contested and close even if no person other than the issuer solicits
proxies. Finally, many public companies have adopted “majority voting” bylaws that require directors to
obtain a majority of votes cast to be validly elected, which can make accurate vote counts important even
without a proxy contest.
Nearly all routine proxies are revocable, and are revoked by the grant of a later proxy -- effectively the proxy
granted last in time governs. The result often results in disputes over the validity and sequence of proxies
granted over the same shares. Proxies can be provided by mail, by phone, or electronically. 36 To insure that
the last-in-time proxy is identified for each holder, proxies provided through each channel must all be
reviewed and compared before the final set of votes can be certified.
More complexity in the proxy system arises from ownership intermediation (“securities intermediaries” in
Diagram 1). Historically, companies directly issued shares in the form of “certificates” to investors, and
hired “transfer agents” 37 to keep lists of “record shareholders” entitled to vote (and to dividends and other
shareholder rights) as a matter of state law. 38 Some transfer agents outsource voting-related functions to subagents. 39 Even today, many companies have many shares held directly by individuals and institutions. For
those shareholders, proxy materials are provided by issuers through service providers (sometimes transfer
agents), and proxies are provided to tabulators (sometimes through transfer agents or sub-agents).
However, once a company sells shares in a public offering, shares trade on secondary markets such as stock
exchanges. Brokers facilitate trade, holding shares on behalf of their customer-clients, and dealers hold shares
directly. Trading between broker-dealers dominates trading for most public companies. Banks also hold
shares in trust for others, and act as custodians for others, safekeeping shares for individuals, broker-dealers,
other banks, and other institutions. As a result, at any given moment, the “beneficial owners” with ultimate
authority to vote a given share of stock are usually not the same as the record shareholder listed on the
masterfile of an issuer or its transfer agent. 40
Beneficial-owners can in principle elect to be identified to companies – they choose to be “non-objecting
beneficial owners” or “NOBOs” – and in fact SEC Rule 14a-13 establish a “default” that customers will be
deemed to be NOBOs unless they “opt out” of identification. However, intermediaries have an interest in
keeping their customer identities private, and commonly provide in standard contracts that a customer will be
deemed to object to identification unless a customer specifically chooses otherwise. 41 Some individuals may
also be under the impression that electing to be NOBO will reduce the amount of communications they
receive during a vote, or will protect their anonymity generally as an investor, and some intermediaries do not
adequately train their staff on these questions. 42 Effectively, contract practices have overridden the SEC
default on customer identification. As a result, companies can only communicate with their investors through
intermediaries, and cannot use (for example) direct telephonic or electronic communications to reach a large
percentage (roughly 25%) of their retail investors, and most of their institutional investors. 43 (It should be
noted that the NOBO system is not required to preserve investor anonymity from companies – that could be
accomplished with a nominee system, in which an institution agreed to hold on behalf of an anonymous
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investor, but the nominee would be fully disclosed and could be directly communicated to by companies and
others soliciting proxies.)
To reduce the costs of paper trades, broker-dealers and banks formed a collectively owned entity called Cede
& Co. (also known as the Depositary Trust Company or DTC, later organized as the Depositary Trust and
Clearing Corporation, or DTCC) to hold shares on their behalf. When members of DTC trade among
themselves, DTC did not need to move physical share certificates to complete the transfer. Instead, it
“immobilized” share certificates and made “book entries” in its own records to reflect ownership. Because
most broker-dealers including those based on Wall Street are members of DTC, shares owned through DTC
are called “Street” shares. Currently, the vast majority of all shares of public companies are Street shares.
DTC reduced the complexity and costs of recording transfers of stock ownership, but added complexity to
the proxy system. That is because, for voting purposes, under state law, DTC it the record owner formally
entitled to vote, for shares held by the vast majority of broker-dealers and banks today. 44 As a result, DTC
must obtain or facilitate the provision of voting instructions for “omnibus” proxies that it formally appoints
on behalf of its members. Those members, in turn, must provide and then obtain voting instruction forms
or VIFs45 for shares they hold on behalf of customer-clients, in part because stock exchange rules limit the
ability of broker-dealers to vote shares for customers without instructions. 46 Before doing so, they transmit
proxy materials, 47 which they must obtain from the issuer, and which issuers are require to facilitate under
SEC Rule 14a-13. 48 Delivery of proxy materials and VIFs is now typically done through a separate service
provider, as described more below.
For most shares, then ownership determines a voting “stack” with at least three layers:
(1) One or more actual beneficial owners, who may be an individual or institution,
(2) A broker-dealer or bank, who holds on behalf of beneficial owners, and
(3) DTC.
For most shares, the stack is more complex, and has grown more so over time. Broker-dealers outsource
their custodial roles to banks. Custodians outsource some or all of their roles to specialized sub-custodians.
The person with ultimate power to vote a given share under state law may be an individual who is a trustee of
a trust at a bank, or a pension or mutual fund. Trusts and funds may own stock through a broker-dealer and
held at a custodian or sub-custodian. For many shares, the “stack” can consist of up to five or more layers.
In addition, a given DTC member may separately own shares held not by it at DTC but by third parties, such
as custodians, whose shares may be separately included in their own DTC participant accounts. A DTC
member may also separately own shares that are directly registered with the issuer. So for any given
intermediary, multiple channels of communication and ownership must be tracked and used for a given vote.
Opportunities for confusion and record-keeping errors have increased over time.
Proxies and VIFs and related share ownership information need to be reconciled up and down a stack for
each vote, to insure the proper number of shares are voted for and by the correct person with voting power
over the shares, and that the aggregate votes are tallied correctly. As part of this process, DTC is required to
provide upon request by a company a “securities position listing” that identifies its participants (i.e., brokers
and banks) having a position in the company’s stock and the number of shares held by each participant. 49
The DTC listing can then be used to allocate among DTC participants the votes for the shares they hold on
their behalf, which are then reflected in an “omnibus proxy” delivered by DTC to others involved in the
process. DTC participants reconcile the numbers on the DTC listing with their own records, and then they
engage in a similar process to determine and allocate voting entitlements and provide and then receive back
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VIFs among their customers. Their customers may be themselves intermediaries who hold on behalf of
others, requiring yet another allocation and communication.
At each step up and down a stack, mismatches or other errors can occur in the information about who owns
shares, and how many shares, and how the shares should be voted. Some institutions believe that they own
shares through DTC that they actually own in certificated form, outside DTC. Other institutions believe they
own shares that they have in fact lent out or sold. Other institutions have incorrectly reflected ownership
data for their customers. Mismatches can be due to recordkeeping errors as simple as the inclusion of a
comma in a legal name, or the failure to update a legal name change. When mismatches or other errors in
share-related information occurs, otherwise valid proxies may be disqualified by tabulators or others on the
stack, or they may not be noticed, permitting erroneous votes to be counted. In addition, multiple VIFs may
be submitted with respect to the same shares, either because a person with power to vote changed their mind,
or through error, or because more than one person believed they were entitled to vote the same shares.
For Street shares, two more types of service providers emerging to play major roles in the proxy system:
proxy advisors and proxy servicers. Proxy advisors such as ISS and Glass-Lewis, which primarily provide
advice on how institutions should vote their shares, also play a direct role in the proxy system by obtaining
and processing VIFs on behalf of institutional clients, such as pension funds.
Broadridge functions as the leading “proxy servicer” by distributing proxy materials and VIFs up and down
a stack. For most intermediaries, this is done based on an electronic feed listing beneficial owners and shares
owned, provided to and from Broadridge, and Broadridge takes on the communication obligations of the
broker or bank, described above. Broadridge reports processing proxies for more than 80% of all U.S.
equities in 2018 and more than 90% of stocks held by DTC members. Broadridge maintains an electronic
proxy delivery and voting system (ProxyEdge) for institutional investors and financial advisors. Although
Broadridge is not directly regulated as a proxy servicer, its role in the proxy system is subject to SEC
oversight because it acts as an agent for brokers, which are supervised by the SEC.
Final elements of the proxy system arise from the business models of broker-dealers and banks, who hold
shares for customers. Broker-dealers and banks commonly have the contract right to lend shares to third
parties, including to facilitate short sales. For voting purposes, if a share loan is outstanding on a record date,
it is the borrower that has voting power. Broker-dealers do not always inform their customers about the fact
of specific share loans, or their effect on vote entitlements. As with DTC, broker-dealers commonly hold
shares in fungible bulk, without specific attribution of shares at a given moment in time to specific clients. 50
“The anonymity, complexity, and uncertainty created by the indirect holding system is aggravated by share
lending and the related practice of short selling.” 51 In addition, share trades fail. As a result of share
lending, inaccurate records, and trade fails, on a given record date, more than one person may believe
themselves to have ownership and voting power over the same share, resulting in attempted over-votes, and
some shareholders may not be aware that they have vote entitlements, resulting in under-votes. When
discovered over-votes can also result in under-votes, if inspectors or tabulators disqualify all votes associated
with the mismatched votes and vote entitlements.

These same goals are reflected in the Commission’s Concept Release on the U.S. Proxy System, Rel. 34-62495; IA3052; IC-29340; File No. S7-14-10 (2010), available at https://www.sec.gov/rules/concept/2010/34-62495.pdf.
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Shareholders vote to elect directors, to approve mergers and other unusual transactions, and on shareholder
resolutions. Most resolutions are non-binding, where vote accuracy is arguably less important than in binding votes.
But votes on non-binding resolutions are important forms of information about shareholder preferences and beliefs that
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have effects on board and manager decision-making, and the fact that even a formally non-binding resolution is
approved by a majority of investors currently forms the basis of governance responses by boards and investors.
Vote counts convey information as well as determine corporate law outcomes, and so there is a continued value in
accurate and timely counts even when it is clear that an outcome will not be directly affected by how accurate the count
is, over some plausible range.
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SEC Concept Release, note 1 above, at note 9.
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need be.”), 32 (SEC Chief of Office of M&A Ted Yu noting “Recently the Securities Transfer Association estimated that
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overvoting.”), 33-35 (Katie Sevcik, CEO of EQ, testifying that overvotes occur, including for one meeting alone at least
ten broker overvotes, each in the millions of shares, and that some individuals involved initially downplay their
significance and seek to ignore them), 37 (SEC Corporate Finance staff person stating “our view at this point is that it is
time for a fundamental rethink”), 43 (Bob Schiffelite, CEO of Broadridge, testifying that “we're all in violent agreement
that we should have vote confirmations,” which are not currently required), 44-46 (Paul Conn, CEO of Compushares,
testifying “in terms of vote confirmation, we as a major transfer agent in this country, and the largest in the world, are in
violent agreement” that there should be a new requirement and noting that “if there are shares in a customer account
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